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Bernard Elno didn’t expect charlie to turn his face immediately when he said that he turned his face. 

 

He didn’t dare to really make a joke about his qualifications for the auction. Although he was sitting on a 

trillion-dollar property, once he died to enjoy it, these properties could be said to be worthless. 

 

As a result, he stunned almost instantly, and hurriedly put on a low-pitched face and begged: “This 

gentleman, don’t be angry, if you have something to say! Please tell you Mr.  and say that I am willing to 

distribute the goods!” 

 

After finishing speaking, he stretched out his trembling hand, pointed at Zhang Ermao’s jade seal, gritted 

his teeth and said, “Isn’t it the jade seal of the nation? I bought it!” 

 

charlie snorted and said, “You just buy a Jade Seal of the Kingdom, maybe it’s not enough…” 

 

Bernard Elnor’s heart twitched, clenched his fists, and asked with a trembling: “Then… Then what else 

do you want me to buy?!” 

 

After all, he glanced at Zhang Ermao’s bulging bag of fakes, and quickly said, “Why don’t I buy the 

bronze wine bottle just now too! Isn’t it all right?” 

 

charlie shook his head, pulled out his sales list during the noon distribution in the store, and said: “Look 

for yourself, our boss has matched dozens of products in your store, large and small, now you are in our 

There are only two kinds of products. Isn’t that justified?” 

 

Bernard Elno blurted out: “But…but in your list, all the items in your list add up to only one million yuan! 

This…this is a rumored national jade seal of three to four billion yuan. The amount has exceeded 

hundreds of times, even if you are retaliating, you can’t be so cruel…” 



charlie said solemnly: “Everyone is a business man, and what you pay attention to is the courtesy. If you 

want to say that this courtesy is revenge, then it is a bit boring. As I just said, we don’t want to buy or 

sell. My son, if you are not happy, we don’t have to do this business.” 

 

“I’m sorry, it’s all my fault…” Bernard Ernault was completely scared. He knew that the distribution of 

hundreds of millions or billions of yuan at the moment is a trivial matter. The most terrifying thing is, in 

case of an auction. The organizer suddenly asked himself to distribute the goods on the spot for a price 

of over 10 billion U.S. dollars, which is really an astronomical figure! 

 

So he hurriedly bowed his hand to charlie and said: “This gentleman, I just used the wrong words, please 

don’t take it to your heart… Just tell me how many goods I need and which goods I need, as long as 

Within my tolerance, I will not say one more word!” 

 

 

As he said, he said with some pleading: “Besides, please help me to tell your boss, saying that I apologize 

most sincerely to him. For any product, I will arrange for someone to prepare two copies for your boss. 

Even if there are dozens of different color numbers for the same model, I will arrange for someone to 

give him two copies for each color number, only to ask him to be able to do so in the future. Raise your 

hands high and let me go.” 

 

charlie said indifferently: “I’ll talk about the next thing later, let’s talk about your distribution of goods 

first.” 

 

With that said, he waved his hand to Zhang Ermao, and ordered: “Ermao, you take out both the 

Chuanguo Yuxi and the bronze wine bottle to Mr. Erno.” 

 

“Okay.” Zhang Ermao nodded quickly, and diligently took out the two fake cultural relics and placed 

them on the table. 

 

charlie then said again: “Look at what other good things you have in there, and give us Mr. Ernault a few 

more.” 

 



Zhang Ermao quickly opened the package, searched it for a while, found a picture scroll, and then 

handed it to charlie, saying, “Master wade, this is a good thing. You can open it and take a look.” 

 

charlie took the picture scroll in his hand, and when he started, he could feel that it was old rice paper, 

and it was definitely a modern painting. 

 

Afterwards, he slowly opened the painting and was surprised when he saw the whole picture. 

 

This… It turned out to be a world classic painting-the Mona Lisa. 


